A simple method for estimation of agonist activity at receptor subtypes: comparison of native and cloned M3 muscarinic receptors in guinea pig ileum and transfected cells.
We describe a simple method for calculating the pharmacological activity of an agonist (A) relative to a standard agonist (S) using only the concentration-response curves of the two agonists. In most situations, we show that the product of the ratios of maximal responses (Emax - A/Emax - S) and potencies (EC50 - S/EC50 - A) is equivalent to the product of the affinity and intrinsic efficacy of A expressed relative to that of S. We refer to this term as the IRA value of A. In a cooperative system where the concentration-response curve of the standard agonist is steep and that of the test agonist is flatter with a lower maximal response, the simple calculation of IRA described above underestimates agonist activity; however, we also describe a means of correcting the IRA in this situation. We have validated our analysis with modeling techniques and have shown experimentally that the IRA values of muscarinic agonists for stimulating contractions in the guinea pig ileum (M3 response) are in excellent agreement with those measured in the phosphoinositide assay on Chinese hamster ovary cells expressing the M3 muscarinic receptor.